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Symmetry of below-groundcompetitionbetween
Kochia scoparia individuals
Jacob Weiner, Daniel B. Wright and Scott Castro

Weiner,J., Wright,D. B. and Castro,S. 1997.Symmetryof below-groundcompetition betweenKochiascopariaindividuals.- Oikos 79: 85-91.
Competitionamongindividualplantsis usuallyasymmetric,i.e. largerplantsare able
to obtain a disproportionateshare of the resources(for their relative size) and
suppressthe growthof smallerindividuals.Thereis evidencethat the asymmetryof
competitionis primarilydue to shading,but thereis verylittle informationaboutthe
symmetryof competitionbelow ground.We grewKochiascopariaindividualssingly
and in pairs in containersfor 54 d with dividersabove groundso that competition
could occur only below ground. Initial size differenceswere generatedby a 10-d
differencein sowingdate.
There was no evidence that larger individualshad a disproportionateeffect on
smallerindividuals;the effect of a smallneighboron the growthrate of a plant was
similarfor large and smallplants,as was the effect of a largeneighbor.The results
demonstratethat competitionfor resourcesbelow groundcan be symmetric.When
competitionis symmetric,it will not exacerbateinitial size differences.
J. Weiner,D. B. Wrightand S. Castro, Dept of Biology, SwarthmoreCollege,
Swarthmore,PA 19081-1397 USA (presentaddressof JW: Dept of Agricultural
Sciences,Royal Veterinaryand AgriculturalUniv.,Agrovej10, DK-2630 Taastrup,
Denmark[jawej5@staff.kvl.dk]).

There has been much recent interest in the role of size
and relative size in competition among individual plants
(Weiner 1990). Plant competition is usually asymmetric,
i.e. larger plants are able to obtain a disproportionate
share of resources (for their relative size) and suppress
the growth of smaller plants'. Four basic types of
competitive symmetry can be defined:

1 Some researchers(e.g. Goldberg1990)use the term "asymmetry" to simply mean any competitiveadvantagefor a
largerindividualor species.We follow the terminologyof
Begon (1984)and Weiner(1990)to distinguishsize-proportional from "over-proportional"
effects, and reserve the
term asymmetryfor the lattercase. The term "asymmetry"
has also been used more generallyto describeany unequal
effects of competitionbetween two individualsor species
(e.g. Johanssonand Keddy 1991)without referenceto size
differences.

(1) absolute symmetry - contested resources divided
equally, irrespective of the size of the competing
plants
(2) relative-size symmetry - contested resources divided in proportion to size or "under-proportionally" with respect to size
(3) (relative-size) asymmetry - contested resources divided "over-proportionally" with respect to size
(4) absolute asymmetry - larger plant obtains all the
contested resources.
(1) and (4) represent theoretical end points of a continuum; (2) and (3) cover the continuum between them. We
can also imagine "negative asymmetry" in which smaller
plants obtain a disproportionate share of resources.
Weiner (1990) describes several types of evidence for
competitive asymmetry among plants. Over the past 20
years there have been numerous experiments that have
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produceddata more or less relevantto this questionof
competitiveasymmetry.In the great majorityof cases,
the data support the hypothesis that competition is
asymmetric[(3) above]. However,competitionappears
to be size-symmetricwhen plants are grown for a very
short period of time (Rabinowitz 1979, Turner and
Rabinowitz1983), or at relativelylow density(Stoll et
al. 1994). The conclusionthat early plant competition
tendsto be symmetric,and that it becomesmore asymmetricas plants grow, gave rise to the hypothesisthat
competitionbelow groundis symmetric,whereascompetition above ground is asymmetric(Weiner 1988).
Crowdedplantscan competefor soil resourcesimmediately after germination,as their radicles emerge and
take up nutrientsand water,but they can only compete
for light after they have grown large enough to shade
one another. The unidirectionalnature of the light
resourcesuggestsasymmetry:leavesare shadedonly by
those above them, so lower leaves do not reducethe
amount of light reachinghigherleaves at all.
Whilethe asymmetryof competitionfor light is quite
well established,the symmetryof competitionbelow
ground is still speculative.We know of only three
studies which have attemptedto directly address the
symmetryof competitionbelow ground.Weiner(1986)
grewIpomoeatricolorvines(a) withoutcompetition,(b)
with roots only competing,(c) with shoots only competing,and (d) with roots and shoots competing,to see
which mode of competitioncauses an increasein size
variability(whichis consideredto be evidenceof competitive asymmetry). Although competition below
groundwas much more intensethat competitionabove
ground, size variationincreasedwith competitiononly
when plantswere competingabove ground.Root competition alone did increasesize variation,but the increasewas not significant.This suggeststhe possibility
that root competitionis asymmetricbut that statistical
power was insufficientto detect a significanteffect.
Wilson (1988) grew Festucaovinaplants of initially
differentsizes with dividersabove groundto see if the
extreme"initialadvantage"in competition,which is a
manifestationof competitiveasymmetry,exists when
competition occurs only below ground. Because
Wilson'sexperimentwas designedto addressa specific
field situationin which there was grazing,plants were
repeatedlyclippedwhen they overtoppedthe relatively
short (7 cm) dividers, and he used the amount of
biomassremovedas the measureof performance.Using
a similardesign, Newberryand Newman (1978) grew
four species of grasslandplants, Plantago lanceolata,
Holcus lanatus, Lolium perenne and Rumex acetosa, in

monoculturesand pairwisemixtures,with and without
dividersabove groundto preventcompetitionfor light.
Different initial plant sizes were generatedby using
plantsof differentages. Plantswereclippedregularlyto
a height of 3, 4 or 8 cm, and the biomassof clippings
was used as a measureof growth.Therewas no initial
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advantage in Wilson's or Newberry and Newman's
experiments,and the differencein size between large
and smallplantsactuallydecreasedovertime. However,
theirconclusionsthat below-groundcompetitionis symmetricmust be tentativebecauseof the clippingregime.
If largerplants are taller as well as wider, as in Newberryand Newman'sexperiment,clippingabove a certain height will disproportionatelyaffect the larger
plants (because they will lose a larger proportionof
their biomass), and will in itself reduce any initial
advantagein size by making the plants more equal in
size (Weiner 1988, Crawleyand Weiner 1991). Also,
sincecompetitionat a givendensityincreaseswith plant
size, clipping biomass repeatedlywill reducecompetition, below as well as above ground,keepingit weak. If
asymmetryappearsas competitionincreasesin intensity, continued clipping to a given size may prevent
competitionfrom becomingintense and thereforeprevent asymmetryfrom appearing.Thus, Newberryand
Newmanfound no initialadvantagewithout,as well as
with, dividersabove ground. On the other hand, regrowthfollowingclippingsometimesresultsin increased
uptake of soil resources,and thereforein some situations clippingcould increasecompetitionfor these resources.Despitetheselimitations,thesepreviousstudies
have been importantin raisingthe possibilitythat there
is no size advantagein competitionbelow ground.
We performedan experimentin which Kochiascoparia plants of two differentinitial sizes were grown
with competitionoccurringonly below ground,to see if
we could find evidenceof competitiveasymmetry.

Materials and methods
Three-liter,160-mmdiameterblack plastic pots were
filledwith a mixtureof 12 partspottingsoil (Metromix
500 by SierraHorticulturalProducts)to 3 partscoarse
sand to 1 part fine sand. The soil mixture was put
througha coarsesieve to increasesoil homogeneity.To
prevent shoot competition, 16 cm x 38 cm Plexiglas
dividerswere attachedto the pots at the upper edge,
dividingthe area above the pot into two equal halves.
The dividerswere covered with opaque white contact
paper. When plants exceededthe dividersin height, a
cardboardextensionwas added to the dividers.
Kochia scoparia (L.) Schrad (Chenopodiaceae),
known commerciallyas Kochiatrichophylla(Schmeiss)
Schinzand Thell or "burningbush" is an annualherb
with a tree-likegrowthform (Francoand Harper1988)
that allows for good non-destructivemeasuresof plant
size (Weiner and Fishman 1994). Seeds (purchased
from Thompson and Morgan Co., NJ, USA) were
planted on two separatedays. "Old" ("large")plants
were planted on 31 March, 1994, and the "young"
("small")plantswerestarted10 d later.Whenplanting,
five seedswereplacedclose to the centerof the semicirOIKOS 79:1 (1997)

cular area defined by the pot edge and the divider. The
seeds were lightly covered with soil and watered.
There were five types of experimental units: (1) old
plants growing with younger plants, (2) old plants
growing with old plants, (3) young plants growing with
young plants, and both (4) old plants and (5) young
plants growing without neighbors on the other side of
the divider. Twelve replicates were maintained for the
old/young treatment and seven replicates for all others.
Multiple seedlings were thinned to one plant 10 d
after sowing. The plant closest to the center point was
chosen unless it had any growth anomalies, such as a
very crooked stem or signs of pathology. If two or
more plants were equally close to the center, one was
randomly selected to remain.
The pots were spread approximately 60 cm apart on
benches in the glasshouse at Martin Biological Laboratory at Swarthmore College. The dividers were oriented
at 15? from N-S to approximately equalize the sunlight
reaching both sides of a plant while compensating for
morning shading from neighboring buildings. Pots were
rotated 180? daily and their locations re-randomized
every three d. Watering was done as needed to keep the
soil moist.
Measurements of the plants were taken weekly for
diameter, height, and branch lengths. Diameter was
measured half-way between the cotyledons and the first
leaves using a digital caliper (?0.005 mm). Height
measurements were taken from the cotyledons to the
tip of the apical meristem. Branches greater than 5 mm
were measured in 5-mm size classes. Plants began to
flower during the last weeks of the experiment. There
was no apparent loss of reproductive parts other than
some pollen, and plants continued growing. At day 54
all plants were measured again and then harvested at
ground level, dried, and weighed.
Since competition occurs only after plants have
grown large enough to interact, and the intensity of
competition increases over time thereafter, asymmetry
is more likely to be found later in growth. Therefore
our analysis emphasized the last 12 d of growth. To
estimate growth of individual plants one needs good
non-destructive measures of plant size. Kochia scoparia
was chosen because previous research has shown robust, simple allometric relationships between some nondestructive measurements (total branch length, stem
diameter) and biomass, even when plants are crowded
(Weiner and Fishman 1994). Plant biomass was estimated from the measurements using simple prediction
equations based on the final measurement at harvest.
There was a linear relationship between log total
branch length and plant mass (log mass = 0.979 +
0.953 log [total primary branch length]; r2 = 0.93; Fig.
1). A prediction equation using both total branch
length and diameter (log weight = 1.167 + 1.096 log diameter + 0.664 log [total branch length]) accounted for
96% of the variation in final plant mass, and the
OIKOS 79:1 (1997)
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Fig. 1. Relationshipbetweenlog (total primarybranchlength)
and log dry mass for all plantsat harvest;r2= 0.93.
residuals fit the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity. Results were similar for analyses using
total branch length and those using the estimate of
weight based on total branch length and diameter. Data
were analyzed with analysis of variance and analysis of
covariance.
The null hypothesis is that competition is symmetric,
i.e., the effect of large (older) versus small (younger)
neighbors is the same for large and small subject plants
(Fig. 2). If competition is asymmetric, the effect of a
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Fig. 2. Predictionof resultsof the experimentunderthe null
hypothesisof symmetriccompetition(solidline) and underthe
hypothesisof asymmetriccompetition(dashedlines).The null
hypothesis of symmetriccompetition is representedby a
straightline for convenience;all that is requiredis that the
growthratedecreasemonotonicallyfromnone to youngto old
neighbor.Similarly,a single line is used to representthe null
hypothesisfor simplicity,assumingthat the growth rate has
been standardizedwith respect to other factors. The null
hypothesiscould also be representedby two parallelrelationships, one for old and one for young plants.
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Table 1. Analysis of varianceof plant dry mass of Kochia
scopariaindividualscompeting below ground. Independent
variablesare plant age (old, young) and neighborage (none,
old, young).
factor

df

MS

2.5
2.0

P
O)

plant age
neighborage
interaction
residual

1
2
2
60

15.57
1.52
0.09
0.09

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.379

0)

1.5 -

1.0
young plants

large plant on a small plant would be greater than that
of a larger plant on a large plant. Similarly, under
asymmetric competition the effect of a small plant on a
large plant would be less than that of a small plant on
a small plant. The significance of such evidence of
asymmetry can be tested as the significance of the plant
age x neighbor age interaction term in an analysis of
variance on a measure of growth (e.g. absolute or
relative growth rate). Since plant growth, however measured, is size-dependent, it is important to include size
at the beginning of the growth interval as a covariate
(e.g. Stoll et al. 1994, Duncan 1995).
Another way to obtain evidence of asymmetry is to
look at the effect of neighbors as a function of their
size. If the effect of a neighbor on the growth of a
subject plant is a function of the neighbor's absolute
size, this supports the hypothesis of competitive symmetry. If competition is asymmetric, we would expect the
relative sizes of the subject and neighbor plants to be
important (Thomas and Weiner 1989, Schwinning and
Fox 1995). Thus, in the present experiment, if competition is asymmetric we would expect large and small
neighbors to have significantly different effects on large
versus small subject plants.
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Fig. 3. Mean dry mass of old (above) and young (below)
plantswith no, young and old neighbors.Both plant age and
neighborage had highly significanteffects (P <0.0001) but
their interactionterm was not significant(P = 0.38).
results are very similar using any of the measures of
plant and neighbor size (total branch length, or estimates of size based on diameter and/or total branch
length). If relative growth rate is used as the dependent
variable, plant age does not always have a significant
effect, but plant size at the beginning of the interval
does. Again, there is never a significant interaction
between age and neighbor age, or size at the beginning
of the interval and neighbor age (Table 3).
There was a negative relationship between the growth
of a plant and the size of its neighbor, and the slope of
the relationship was the same for both large and small
plants (Fig. 6). A plant's age, its size and its neighbor's
size all had significant effect on plant growth rate, and
there was never a significant interaction between neighbor size and any other variable (Table 4).

Results
Competition was significant, i.e. plants with neighbors
were smaller than plants without neighbors. Large
neighbors had more of an effect than did small neighbors on the final biomass of both large and small
plants, but there was no significant interaction between
the two factors (Table 1, Fig. 3). Plant growth over the
last 12 d of the experiment, when competition became
detectable, was closer to linear than to exponential
(Fig. 4), so analyses based on the absolute growth rate
are more appropriate than those based on relative
growth rate, and the distribution of residuals support
this conclusion. Log absolute growth rate was used
because it had the best residual structure. Plant age,
plant size (on day 42), and neighbor age all had highly
significant effects on the log of the change in size
(absolute growth rate) from day 42 until day 54, but
there were never significant age x neighbor age (Table
2) or size x neighbor age (Fig. 5) interactions. These
88
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Fig. 4. Mean growthin estimatedweightfor old (above)and
young (below) plants with outneighbors(0), with young
neighbors(l), and with old neighbors(A).
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Table 2. Analysisof covarianceof log absolutegrowth rate Table 3. Analysisof covarianceof relativegrowthrate from
(change in total branch length from day 42 until day 54). day 42 until day 54 (based on estimatedmass). Independent
Independentvaraiblesareplantage (old, young),neighborage varaiblesare plant age (old, young),neighborage (none, old,
(none,old, young),with plant size (total branchlength)at the young),with plantsize (estimatedplantmass)at the beginning
beginningof the intervalas covariate.Interactionsnot shown of the intervalas covariate.Interactionsnot shown were not
were not significant(P> 0.3) and were removed from the significant(P > 0.7) and were removedfrom the analysis.
analysis.
P
df
MS
factor
P
MS
df
factor
0.0001
1 10.62
plant size
1
0.0002
5.82
1 0.209 0.0022
plant age
plant size
0.0005
2
3.09
1 0.233 0.0013
neighborage
plant age
1
0.0001
6.10
2 0.140 0.0021
(age x size) interaction
neighborage
2
0.700 0.15
1 0.241 0.0011
(age x neighborage) interaction
(age x size) interaction
53
0.353
2 0.024 0.67
residual
(age x neighborage) interaction
53 0.020
residual

Discussion
There was no evidence for competitive asymmetry in
this experiment in which competition occurred only
below ground. There are several possible explanations
for this, which can serve as hypotheses for further
research.
The first hypothesis is simply that below-ground
competition is, by its very nature, symmetric. In competition, larger plants have larger root systems, and they
are able to extract proportionately more nutrients from
the soil than smaller plants, but not disproportionately
more. This would support the hypothesis that the asymmetry of plant competition that is observed in the vast
majority of studies is solely due to competition for
light.
A weaker version of this hypothesis is that the results
show that below-ground competition can be symmetric,
but this may be due in large part to the homogeneous
soil in our experiment. According to this hypothesis,
when soil resources are distributed homogeneously, ac-

cess to these resources is directly proportional to some
aspect of root size, and that corresponds to our definition of competitive symmetry. If soil resources are
distributed heterogeneously, e.g. if resources occur in
pools that large plants could reach and usurp before
smaller plants could reach them, competition could be
asymmetric. This hypothesis can be tested with experiments with heterogeneous soils environments.
Another hypothesis that has not received attention is
that, while competition for light may tend to be more
asymmetric than competition for soil resources, competitive asymmetry for many resources increases with
the intensity or strength of competition for the resources. One example would be a resource that is
available as relatively large quanta. In such a case
competitive asymmetry will increase with the number of
individuals competing for these quanta. If food is available to animals only as relatively large discrete particles, then as the number of individuals competing for a
limited number of particles increases it will not be
possible for them to be distributed proportionately:
more and more individuals will get zero. This hypothe-
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Fig. 5. Log of absolute growth rate (change in estimated
biomass) from day 42 to day 54 old (above) and young
(below)plantswith no, young and old neighbors.Both plant
age and neighborage had highlysignificanteffects(P = 0.001
and 0.002, respectively;their interactiontermwas not significant.
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Fig. 6. Log of absolutegrowthrate (changein total branch
length) from day 42 to day 54 versus neighborsize (total
branchlength)on day 42 for old (0) and young (0) plants.
The slope of the relationshipis the same for young and old
plants.
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Table 4. Analysis of covarianceof log absolute growth rate
(changein estimatedweightfrom day 42 until day 54). Independentvaraiblesare plant age (old, young), with plant size
and neighborsize (estimatedweighton day 42) as covariates.
Interactionsnot shownwerenot significant(P > 0.5) and were
removedfrom the analysis.
factor

df

MS

P

plant size
plant age
neighborsize
(age x size) interaction
(age x neighborage) interaction
residual

1
1
1
1
1
52

0.227
0.107
0.469
0.201
0.014
0.020

0.0007
0.0165
0.0001
0.0013
0.37

sis is similar in some ways to the argument above
concerning heterogeneity. Since the role of competition
for light may increase with the intensity of competition
in general (e.g. with density or size), it has not been
possible to distinguish the hypothesis of light competition from the alternative (but not exclusive) hypothesis
of competitive intensity. Our experiment concluded after 54 d and competition, although significant, was still
weak, and it is possible that it would have become
asymmetric as the intensity of competition increased
with continued plant growth.
Ultimately, the asymmetry of competition is a function of the mechanism of competition. This includes
factors such as the architecture and allometry of the
uptake structures and the mechanism of resource uptake, as well as the mechanism of resource renewal (e.g.
directionality) and the mobility of the resource.
Unlike competition above ground, competition below
ground can potentially involve numerous resources, and
the observed effects of below-ground competition may
be the result of competition for more than one "limiting" resource. It is commonly assumed (e.g. Schmitt et
al. 1986) that the more limiting a resource is, the more
intense is competition for it, but this assumption does
not withstand critical analysis. Competition ("interference" sensu Harper 1977) among individuals plants can
be defined operationally as the reduction in some aspect
of performance (e.g. size, growth or reproductive output) due to the presence of neighbors. If resources are
in very short supply, plants will not grow large enough
to interact. Seedlings will be limited by the resource
supply independent of neighbors, not by the reduction
in resource supply due to neighbors. While a continuous superabundance of a resource (e.g. water in a
aquatic environment) can prevent competition for it, in
general, addition of resources will increase growth and
thus, after a period of additional growth, will increase
competition for other resources, and for the resource
which was added. For example, if there is no or very
little light for seedlings they will not grow large enough
to shade one another very much, so there can be no or
very little competition for light. At higher light levels,
competition will become important as shading limits
90

the light available to some individuals. If we increase
the light levels further, we will increase the leaf area
index that can be sustained. Competition, defined as the
reduction in growth due to neighbors, can increase in
importance as the resource level increases. Since a zero
level of a resource means no competition for that
resource, and an infinite abundance and availability of
a resource also means no competition for that resource,
the maximum intensity of competition for a resource
must occur somewhere between those two extremes.
This question of intensity is especially problematic in
the experimental study of below-ground competition: if
the level of soil nutrients is very low, plants will not
grow enough to interact much, and if the level is very
high roots will flourish to the point that plant roots will
be limited by physical space (McConnaughay and Bazzaz 1991) rather than soil nutrients.
Johansson and Keddy (1991) looked at competition
between pairs of wetland plants that varied in their
degree of ecological similarity: (1) plants of the same
species, (2) plants of different species but within the
same guild, and (3) plants from different guilds. They
found that the effects of competition were more unequal when the individuals were of different species.
(They use the term "asymmetry" to refer to any unequal effects of competition between two individuals,
without reference to initial size differences.) While our
results could be interpreted as evidence that intraspecific interactions are inherently more equal, even where
there are initial size differences, an alternative explanation for their result could be that plants of the same
species will certainly tend to be more similar in size
when competition begins than will plants of different
species. Unequal effects of competition between plants
of different species in Johansson and Keddy's experiment may be in large part due to initial size differences
and competitive asymmetry, which is to be expected in
wetland species grown under high fertility conditions,
as in their experiment.
The analysis of competitive symmetry can be a useful
tool in helping us understand the mechanisms by which
plants interact, and it has important implications for
plant populations and communities. For example, contrary to the view that larger species will generally out
compete and exclude smaller species (Gaudet and
Keddy 1988), when competition occurs primarily below
ground, individuals of smaller species may be able to
obtain their "share" of contested resources, and "hold
their own" against larger species. This may help explain
the high plant diversity often found on low-nutrient
soils in the temperate regions, e.g. chalk grasslands in
Britain and Fynbos in South Africa.
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